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Abstract

Purpose

To investigate the relationship between displacement of pelvic floor landmarks observed

with transperineal ultrasound imaging and electromyography of the muscles hypothesised

to cause the displacements.

Materials and Methods

Three healthy men participated in this study, which included ultrasound imaging of the mid-

urethra, urethra-vesical junction, ano-rectal junction and bulb of the penis. Fine-wire electro-

myography electrodes were inserted into the puborectalis and bulbocavernosus muscles

and a transurethral catheter electrode recorded striated urethral sphincter electromyogra-

phy. A nasogastric sensor recorded intra-abdominal pressure. Tasks included submaximal

and maximal voluntary contractions, and Valsalva. The relationship between each of the

parameters measured from ultrasound images and electromyography or intra-abdominal

pressure amplitudes was described with nonlinear regression.

Results

Strong, non-linear relationships were calculated for each predicted landmark/muscle pair

for submaximal contractions (R2
–0.87–0.95). The relationships between mid-urethral dis-

placement and striated urethral sphincter electromyography, and bulb of the penis displace-

ment and bulbocavernosus electromyography were strong during maximal contractions

(R2
–0.74–0.88). Increased intra-abdominal pressure prevented shortening of puborectalis,

which resulted in weak relationships between electromyography and anorectal and urethra-

vesical junction displacement during all tasks.
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Conclusions

Displacement of landmarks in transperineal ultrasound imaging provides meaningful mea-

sures of activation of individual pelvic floor muscles in men during voluntary contractions.

This method may aid assessment of muscle function or feedback for training.

Introduction
Ultrasound imaging (US) can visualise movement of pelvic floor structures in men[1–5] and
women[6–9] during voluntary contractions and other tasks (e.g. coughing [10]) to investigate
pelvic floor muscle activation. This non-invasive measure has great potential to provide a
method for widespread clinical and experimental evaluation of pelvic floor muscle control in a
range of conditions of continence that affect up to 40% of men at some stage in their life [11]
(e.g. post-prostatectomy incontinence). This technique relies on a predictable relationship
between movements measured with US imaging and muscle activation. There are two issues.
First, multiple muscles move pelvic structures. Although a relationship between specific mus-
cles and movements has been inferred from anatomy[4, 5, 10], this requires clarification. Sec-
ond, the relationship between muscle activation and movement is complex (e.g. muscle
activation occurs during lengthening and shortening) and it is necessary to determine whether
and under what circumstances movement of anatomical landmarks reflects activation. Previ-
ous work highlights that the relationship between ultrasound measures and EMG differs
between muscles and ultrasound measures cannot be used to infer activity in all situations [12].
Resolution of the issues related to use of ultrasound imaging to interpret muscle activation
from pelvic floor muscles in men requires simultaneous recording of US and electromyography
(EMG) of each pelvic floor muscle.

Observation of movement of pelvic structures (e.g. urethrovesical junction[3] and mid-ure-
thra[4, 5]) with transabdominal or transperineal US has been used to infer activation of either
specific muscles of the pelvic floor or the whole muscle group in general. The transperineal
approach enables visualisation of movement of multiple pelvic structures simultaneously. In
men, a method has been described to quantify movement at specific pelvic landmarks that are
predicted to relate to specific muscles[5]. Based on anatomy, it was proposed that dorsal move-
ment at mid-urethra (MU) is caused by striated urethral sphincter (SUS) activation, ventral/
cranial movement of the urethrovesical junction (UVJ) and anorectal junction (ARJ) is
explained by puborectalis (PR) activation; and bulbocavernosus (BC) activation compresses
the bulb of the penis (BP). The predicted interpretation of specific movements to infer activa-
tion of specific muscles requires validation by simultaneous investigation of EMG of each mus-
cle and the motions measured from US images.

The relationship between the amplitude of movement at each landmark and muscle activa-
tion also require investigation. US measures of changes in muscle morphology relate in a non-
linear manner to changes in EMG during low-level isometric contractions[12–14]. The non-
linearity of this relationship is largely explained by the properties of the non-contractile muscle
attachments. At low contraction levels, tendon stiffness is low and small increases in muscle
activity cause relatively large changes in muscle architecture. As tendon stiffness increases with
increasing muscle activity, the potential for change of muscle architecture is reduced. The
amplitude and direction of movement of pelvic landmarks will also depend on the balance
between amplitude of pelvic floor muscle activation and the intra-abdominal pressure (IAP)
[15]. If muscle force exceeds the resistance from IAP, the muscle will shorten and pelvic
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structures are likely to move as predicted. Yet, if the force of IAP exceeds the muscle force, then
the muscle will lengthen (contract eccentrically). Observation of lengthening would be difficult
to interpret as it may occur with or without pelvic floor muscle activation. Although some data
of this complex relationship are available for motion of the bladder base in women[15], this
has not been studied in men and consequently no data are available for MU and BP motion,
yet these components may be less affected by IAP as BC is external to the abdominal cavity and
the expected motion of MU is dorsal (similar to the direction of motion induced by IAP) rather
than cranial (motion opposed by IAP).

Estimation of pelvic floor muscle activity using US imaging represents a potentially valuable
non-invasive tool for assessment and training of these muscles in clinical practice and for large
scale studies of continence disorders in men. The first aim of this study was to quantify the
characteristics of each landmark displacement/pelvic floor muscle EMG activity relationship
using a method previously reported for investigations of other axial and limb muscles. The sec-
ond aim was to investigate whether movement at an individual landmark specifically relates to
the EMG activity of the muscle hypothesised to cause the movement. The third aim was to
investigate the influence of IAP on the displacement/EMG activity relationship at for each
landmark/muscle pair. Based on previous reports of limb and axial skeletal muscles[12] we
hypothesized that EMG and landmark displacement would be related in a non-linear manner
if shortening was not opposed by elevated IAP.

Materials and Methods

Participants
This study was approved by the University of Queensland Medical Research Ethics Committee,
approval #2010000545, and conducted in accordance with the principles expressed in the Dec-
laration of Helsinki. All participants provided written consent. Three healthy men (age: 26–44
years) with no history of urological disorders participated. Participants took part in another
study[16].

Measurement
Participants sat reclined on a plinth with knees extended and back rest at approximately 30°
from vertical. US was recorded in video format with a transducer (M7C, GE Healthcare, Aus-
tralia) placed in the mid-sagittal plane on the perineum. A foot switch triggered each US
recording and was used to synchronise US with IAP and EMG. A naso-gastric pressure trans-
ducer (CTG-2, Gaeltec Ltd, UK) recorded IAP. PR and BC EMG was recorded with intramus-
cular electrodes fabricated from pairs of fine-wires (Teflon coated, stainless steel wire,
diameter– 75μm). With US guidance, an experienced colorectal surgeon inserted the electrodes
through the perineum into PR in a cranial direction just left of the anus, and into BC in a ven-
tral direction at the base of the penis. SUS EMG was recorded using a transurethral surface
electrode[17] which was self-inserted by the participant after detailed instruction. One partici-
pant requested assistance with catheterisation from a supervising urologist. Pelvic floor muscle
EMG was amplified 2000x (NL844, Digitimer Ltd, UK), bandpass filtered between 10–2000 Hz
(NL125, Digitimer Ltd, UK) and recorded at 10 KHz with a Power1401 analogue to digital con-
verter and Spike2 software (Cambridge Electronic Design, UK).

Procedure
Three tasks were performed to investigate the relationship between pelvic floor movement,
EMG activity and IAP. These were: (i) sub-maximal contraction of the pelvic floor muscles to
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with an effort of 3 out of 10 estimated using a modified Borg scale in response to the verbal
instruction to “shorten the penis” (three repetitions); (ii) maximum voluntary contraction
(MVC) of the pelvic floor muscles (three repetitions); and (iii) a Valsalva manoeuvre with
effort increasing from rest to maximum over ~5s (two repetitions).

Data analysis
Displacement of anatomical landmarks was calculated frame-by-frame from the US data from
the time of onset of movement to the peak displacement using a method that referenced MU,
ARJ, UVJ and BP landmarks to the pubic symphysis (Fig 1) [5]. The root-mean-squared
(RMS) amplitudes of SUS, PR and BC EMG and mean IAP amplitude were calculated over
100-ms windows corresponding with the timing of the US frames. EMG and IAP data were
normalised to MVC. Because of high variation of US measures during MVC efforts (largely as
a consequence of the effect of IAP on landmark motion) displacement data were normalised to
the displacement amplitude achieved when EMG was recorded at ~50% MVC for each muscle
[12] for comparison between tasks. The displacement amplitude at ~50%MVC was estimated
from an exponential curve fitted to the data using the method described below.

Statistical analysis
The relationships between EMG and displacement data were calculated using nonlinear regres-
sion as described previously[12]. The exponential function D = a × (1 − e−EMG / b) was fitted to
the data with the Marquardt-Levenberg algorithm using Matlab software (r2011b, The Math-
works, USA). “D” is the displacement, “a” is asymptote value for “D” (i.e. the value of D if the
curve was extended to infinity), and “b” determines with curvature of the relationship. The “a”,
“b” and associated R2 values were averaged over the repetitions for each condition (Sub-maxi-
mal contraction, MVC, Valsalva) and used for comparison.

To address aim one (whether changes in displacement are related to EMG amplitude) the
mean “a” and “b” values were calculated for the group by averaging across participants to
understand the representative curvature of each relationship between landmark displacement
and activation of the corresponding muscle. To address aim two (whether movement of ana-
tomical landmarks is related to EMG of the muscles predicted to induce the movement), the
relationship between displacement and EMG amplitude for each possible landmark/muscle
pair was investigated through comparison of Pearson’s R2. To address aim three data were con-
sidered qualitatively/quantitatively with respect to the effect of IAP on the EMG-displacement
relationship.

Results
Fig 2 shows the relationship between EMG and displacement measured from ultrasound imag-
ing for a representative participant during each task (shown only for US measures considered
to be responsible for each movement, see below). With respect to aim one, as predicted from
studies of other muscles the relationship between movement of each landmark and EMG was
non-linear. The relationship was characterised by a large initial displacement coupled with a
relatively small increase in EMG from rest, followed by a phase of limited displacement despite
increasing EMG (Group and individual data for MVC task are shown in Fig 3). Group asymp-
tote (a: value of the ultrasound measure if the curve was extended to infinity), curvature of the
relationship (b) and R2 values for each landmark/EMG relationship are shown in Table 1. In
general, optimal curve-fitting results in an asymptote that lies within a range that is possible
according to the measure in question (e.g. for MU this would be in the range of 1.0–5.2 mm).
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With respect to aim 2, when participants voluntarily contracted their pelvic floor muscles
with a sub-maximal effort (EMG range: [all muscles] 49–69% MVC), each landmark (MU,
ARJ, UVJ, BP) moved in the direction that has been predicted from anatomy to reflect muscle
shortening (SUS, PR, PR and BC, respectively), and the movement amplitude at each landmark
was more strongly correlated with the change in EMG of the muscle predicted to cause the
movement (R2 range: [all participants and landmarks] 0.87–0.95), than the change in EMG of
the other muscles (Table 1). This pattern of greatest correlation coefficient for the relationship
between EMG of the muscle predicted to be responsible for each movement than the other

Fig 1. Method for calculation of pelvic floor displacements. Representative transperineal ultrasound images recorded in the (A) relaxed and (B)
contracted states with pelvic structure borders and points of interest superimposed on the images. (C) Combined borders from the two images to indicate
change in position. The circles indicate the points of interest used for displacement calculations, and the arrows indicate direction of displacement with
voluntary contraction.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0144342.g001
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muscles was also identified for the maximal pelvic floor muscle contraction (Table 2) and Val-
salva (Table 3).

Data show greater R2, plus asymptote and curvature values that are more representative of
the values described for other skeletal muscles (range of curvatures for other muscles—0.04–
0.28[12]) when the regression line is fitted to the displacement and EMG considered to repre-
sent the same muscle (indicated in grey in the Table 1). This provides evidence of specificity of
the relationship between muscle activation and movement of the landmark moved by that
muscle. In all repetitions of sub-maximal contraction, IAP remained low (range peak ampli-
tude—11–24 cmH2O).

During MVC efforts, the non-linear relationships between BP displacement and BC EMG,
and between MU displacement and SUS EMG were remained strong. The parameters of the
non-linear regression were similar those reported for the sub-maximal voluntary contraction
(Table 2). In contrast, relationships between UVJ and ARJ displacement and PR EMG were
poor. This was explained by the complex interaction with IAP. The features of this interaction
varied between participants and repetitions and data were considered for trials individually.
Fig 4 shows an example of the relationship between PR EMG, UVJ displacement and IAP. In

Fig 2. Data of the relationships between landmark displacement andmuscle activity for a representative participant for each task; sub-maximal
voluntary contraction, maximal voluntary contraction (MVC) and Valsalva.MU–mid-urethra, UVJ–urethra-vesical junction, ARJ–ano-rectal junction,
BP–bulb of penis, SUS–striated urethral sphincter, PR–puborectalis, BC–bulbocavernosus.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0144342.g002
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this example IAP began to rise early with activation from rest and reached a peak of
131 cmH2O. The initial phase involved muscle shortening (ventral/cranial displacement) and
a relationship between EMG and displacement that approximated that demonstrated for the
sub-maximal contraction task. As IAP increased the UVJ displaced caudally, consistent with
lengthening of the muscle as a consequence of the downward force of IAP. This was observed
on two occasions; the first and second repetitions of MVC for participant 1 when IAP reached
163 and 131 cmH2O, respectively. The asymptote, curvature and R2 values from these two
MVC efforts could not be calculated. However, when peak IAP was below 75 cmH2O (Partici-
pant 1, repetition 3; Participants 2&3, all repetitions), the relationship between movement at

Fig 3. Individual (shapes) and group data (lines) of the relationships between displacement of pelvic floor landmarks observed with transperineal
US imaging and activity of the muscles predicted to cause the displacement. Lines are generated using the mean R2, asymptote and curvature for the
group. MU–mid-urethra, UVJ–urethra-vesical junction, ARJ–ano-rectal junction, BP–bulb of penis, SUS–striated urethral sphincter, PR–puborectalis, BC–
bulbocavernosus.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0144342.g003

Table 1. Mean asymptote (“a”), curvature (“b”) and R2 values for each comparison of landmark displacement and EMG amplitude for sub-maximal
contraction.

MU UVJ ARJ BP

a b R2 a b R2 a b R2 a b R2

SUS EMG 2.4 0.2 0.88 3.8 0.3 0.78 425.8 246.3 0.66 103.5 106.5 0.63

PR EMG 296.3 370.7 0.78 2.0 0.3 0.89 2.3 0.5 0.88 1378.7 1100.0 0.81

BC EMG 529.1 271.8 0.73 23.1 10.1 0.82 180.0 112.2 0.78 1.9 0.5 0.87

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0144342.t001
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UVJ and ARJ and PR EMG was strong (R2 range: 0.69–0.96) and displayed similar asymptote
and curvature values to those described for the sub-maximal contraction (Table 2).

During Valsalva, participants initiated the task slowly from rest over ~5 s and generated
peak IAP amplitude in the range of 172–206 cmH2O. As with the submaximal and maximal
voluntary contractions, MU and BP displaced in a direction indicative of muscle shortening,
despite increasing IAP, and was related in a non-linear manner with SUS and BC EMG, respec-
tively (R2 range: 0.75–0.90). However, the mean asymptote for MU/SUS EMG was 3.68 and
greater than that for MVC (1.62) and sub-maximal contractions (2.39). This would imply exag-
geration of dorsal MU displacement by IAP (both IAP and SUS move the MU in this direction)
(Fig 2). The parameters of the relationship between BP/BC EMG remained consistent across
tasks and which implies independence from effects of IAP. Increased IAP caused movement at
UVJ and ARJ in a direction indicative of lengthening despite an increase in PR EMG (Fig 2).
As a consequence, the asymptote for the UVJ/PR and ARJ/PR relationships was negative.
Although this implies displacement and activation are related during eccentric contraction PR,
its interpretation depends on concurrent measurement of IAP and PR activation.

Discussion
These data provide insight into the interpretation of pelvic floor muscle activity from displace-
ment of anatomical landmarks on transperineal US images. First, displacement of each ana-
tomical pelvic landmark was more strongly related to contraction of the muscles hypothesised
to be responsible for the movement than the other muscles (MU vs. SUS muscle; BP vs. BC
muscle; UVJ/ARJ vs. PR muscle). Second, movement of the pelvic landmarks was related in a
non-linear manner to the amplitude of EMG recorded from the relevant muscle during sub-
maximal contractions. The parameters of the non-linear regression lines were more character-
istic of values derived for axial/limb muscles when considered for the specific relationships
between each landmarks and the corresponding muscle, than the relationship with the other

Table 2. Mean asymptote (“a”), curvature (“b”) and R2 values for each comparison of landmark displacement and EMG amplitude for maximal vol-
untary contraction.

MU UVJ ARJ BP

a b R2 a b R2 a b R2 a b R2

SUS EMG 1.6 0.3 0.88 808.8 689.3 0.82 690.3 591.0 0.77 223.9 250.3 0.80

PR EMG 124.4 0.5 0.74 2.3 0.3 0.83 2.3 0.7 0.86 498.6 264.2 0.75

BC EMG 1.6 0.7 0.77 1.9 0.7 0.87 2.3 1.1 0.86 1.6 0.7 0.83

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0144342.t002

Table 3. Mean asymptote (“a”), curvature (“b”) and R2 values for each comparison of landmark displacement and EMG amplitude for Valsalva,

MU UVJ ARJ BP

a b R2 a b R2 a b R2 a b R2

SUS EMG 3.7 0.1 0.83 -1784.1 1928.1 0.74 -2.0 -0.1 0.76 2.5 0.7 0.76

PR EMG 5.8 0.3 0.72 -1.3 0.1 0.70 -1.8 0.1 0.71 4.3 0.2 0.59

BC EMG 2.1 0.2 0.83 -0.5 1204.8 0.59 1968.9 -853.1 0.63 1.3 0.2 0.82

Bold numbers—pelvic landmark predicted to have the strongest relationship to each muscle’s activity based on anatomy and predicted direction of muscle

shortening.

MU–mid-urethra, UVJ–urethra-vesical junction, ARJ–ano-rectal junction, BP–bulb of the penis, SUS–striated urethral sphincter, PR–puborectalis, BC—

bulbocavernosus

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0144342.t003
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muscles. Third, when IAP increased, activation of PR could not be accurately interpreted from
displacement of the UVJ or ARJ because the muscle lengthens despite EMG activity. BP and
MUmotion retained a strong relationship to EMG despite elevated IAP.

Relationship between EMG and displacement of pelvic landmarks
Consistent with previous data for other muscles, the relationship between landmark displace-
ment and muscle activity was non-linear. The relationship was characterised by 2 variables, the
asymptote and curvature. The asymptote refers to the predicted displacement when the rela-
tionship with EMG is extended until infinity, and the curvature of the exponential function
influences the predicted amplitude of displacement (until the asymptote is reached). The cur-
vature of the relationships identified in this study (MVC: 0.33–0.67) are greater than values
reported for skeletal muscles of the limbs and abdomen (0.04–0.28)[12]. This indicates that
from rest to sub-maximal contraction, the amplitude of landmark displacement is less per unit
EMG increase than the measures of muscle change used to estimate contraction of other skele-
tal muscles. There are several possible explanations. The initial phase of shortening of limb/
axial muscles is considered to be mediated by extensibility of the tendinous/fascial muscle
attachments. A resting muscle, with slackened fascial/teninous attachment[12, 14] can undergo
large initial displacement from a relatively small increase in muscle activity (i.e. small curvature
value). As the pelvic floor muscles have no/limited tendinous/fascial attachment, this would
contribute relatively less to initial displacement for these muscles. Further, tonic activity is
often reported for some pelvic floor muscles (e.g. levator ani[18]) further limiting initial length
change. A further issue to consider is that whereas the parameters of the regression line were
using individual data points averaged across participants for the previous study, here we calcu-
lated the regression separately for each participant[12].

Fig 4. The relationship between displacement at the urethra-vesical junction (UVJ), puborectalis (PR) EMG and intra-abdominal pressure (IAP) for
an individual participant during a repetition of the MVC task. Data normalised to peak are shown (left) in addition to the corresponding raw data (right).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0144342.g004
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Factors affecting the relationship between muscle activation and
displacement of pelvic landmarks
Several physiological mechanisms will influence the relationship between EMG and landmark
displacement. These include the dependence of force production on muscle length (length-ten-
sion relationship)[19] and the rate of length change (force-velocity relationship)[20]. Further,
the amplitude and direction of displacement will depend on forces that oppose muscle shorten-
ing. Maximum displacement would be achieved if EMG activity is high and resistance to short-
ening (e.g. IAP) is low. Muscle activation would not be easily interpreted from US if IAP
opposed the muscle shortening; if IAP exceeded muscle activation the muscle would lengthen
despite activation (eccentric contraction). Interpretation of activity of pelvic floor muscles
from US, using the relationships identified here, is only accurate when muscle force exceeds
IAP, and the muscle shortens (concentric contraction). The present data of pelvic floor muscle
EMG and landmark displacement show that contractions were associated with either lengthen-
ing or shortening of the muscles. Displacement representative of shortening occurred at all
landmarks during the sub-maximal tasks, when IAP was low. This enabled accurate interpreta-
tion of muscle activity. As IAP increased in some repetitions of maximal pelvic floor muscle
contraction and all Valsalva tasks, PR underwent lengthening. Thus, in these tasks it was
impossible to interpret PR activation from US. In contrast, SUS and BC shortened despite
increased IAP. This is likely explained by inability for IAP to oppose BC, as it is located external
to the abdominal cavity, and SUS, as its direction of motion is congruent with the influence of
IAP. With reference to the latter, dorsal MU motion related to SUS activity was exaggerated by
IAP during Valsalva. This may limit interpretation of SUS from US in specific situations.

Clinical significance
The findings of this study have potential implications for investigation and management of pel-
vic floor dysfunction. EMGmeasures such as those used in this study have limited clinical util-
ity and will not be able to be applied to large populations. Non-invasive methods that are
clinically viable are necessary to enable detailed analysis of pelvic floor muscle function in a
range of conditions. These data show that transperineal US can be used to interpret activation
of individual pelvic floor muscles. Investigations of symptomatic men with US may provide
new insight into dysfunction, and provide specific targets for treatment. Conservative treat-
ment of post-prostatectomy incontinence has typically included pelvic floor muscle exercise
programmes that encourage activation of the anal sphincter[21–23]. Given the evidence of lack
of efficacy of current methods[24], new approaches should be considered. The use of US to as a
feedback to aid retraining of activation of pelvic floor muscles relevant to maintenance of uri-
nary continence (e.g. SUS) is a possible solution.

Methodological considerations
Although a small sample size was used because of the invasive nature of the EMG recording
methods, consistent relationships between displacement and EMG for each participant were
observed. As it remains unknown how landmark displacement relates to urethral pressure, fur-
ther work is required to understand the effect of each movement on continence. Although
strong relationships were observed between landmark displacement and the muscles predicted
to cause the movements, we must consider the potential for muscles not recorded in this study
to influence displacement. Evaluation of landmark displacement with electrical stimulation of
individual muscles would help confirm the observations of this study.
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Conclusions
Movement of pelvic landmarks observed with transperineal US is non-linearly related to the
EMG amplitude of the muscles hypothesised to induce the movement. Transperineal US can
be used to interpret the activation of individual male pelvic floor muscles during voluntary con-
tractions. However, this relationship is not ideal for all muscles in all contexts as a result of the
impact of elevated IAP on potential motion of some landmarks. This method is likely to be use-
ful for assessment or feedback of muscle activation in men with a range of conditions of conti-
nence that are highly prevalent and make a major impact on the quality of life of affected men.
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